
Conservative election autopsy leaking out bit by bit 
 

After their stunning election defeat in October of 2019, the Conservative Party of 
Canada needed answers regarding what happened.  Party supporters were 
furious that somehow the party was unable to defeat the scandal plagued Liberal 
government of Justin Trudeau.  Outgoing party leader Andrew Scheer tabbed long 
time party “fixer” John Baird to write the report, and while its contents are 
theoretically secret, bit by bit the contents of the report are becoming public. 
What Baird has apparently suggested were the reasons for the CPC defeat are 
fascinating, and in many cases better reflect the report writer’s ideological views, 
rather than actual fact. 
 
According to multiple news sources, the report’s single copy was presented to 
Scheer on January 14.  Party communications people have told reporters, 
including myself, that the document is for the “leader’s eyes only”.  When those 
same communications people were asked if the caucus was likely to see the 
report “they declined to comment saying any further statements about the Baird 
report would only come from Scheer’s office.” 
 
Leaks from people close to Baird and Scheer have suggested the report details the 
following reasons for the party’s defeat last October: 
 

1. Inexperienced staff in Scheer’s office and a lack of real world experience in 
those chosen to run the overall election campaign. 

2. Too much centralized control of the election campaign by Scheer’s office. 
3. Problems with what the platform had to offer. 
4. Problems with the party communications strategy. 
5. Poor candidate screening. 
6. A failure of the leader to adequately address his dual citizenship 

controversy. 
7. A failure of the leader to factually represent his private industry experience 

before entering politics. 
 
While most rank and file Tories support many of Baird’s findings, they are 
concerned that the report did not go far enough.  Caucus members are also “very 
concerned about the secrecy surrounding the document.  With a minority 



government that could fall at any time, members of parliament want to know the 
nitty-gritty of the post-mortem.” 
 
A number of caucus members who have spoken off the record have complained 
that the Baird report appears to have downplayed three key factors which they 
believe need fixing before the next election: what to do about the party’s 
perceived intolerance towards New Canadians and the LGTBQ community (one 
which Baird has close ties to), how to rebuild the Stephen Harper base in Quebec, 
and to embrace an environmental policy that addresses climate change in a 
forthright and direct manner. 
 
One caucus member was reported to have shared that the party “got the report it 
wanted.  Baird, a well known fiscal conservative and climate skeptic, 
unsurprisingly delivered a report that said the party’s policies regarding abortion, 
immigration and climate change had nothing to do with the lack of Conservative 
electoral success in urban Canada.” 
 
That same member added that “unless the entire caucus has the opportunity to 
see the report and digest its contents the effort put into it are worthless.” 
 
Local reaction in Haliburton-Victoria-Brock and Peterborough-Kawartha has been 
one of disappointment.  One long time organizer from Peterborough was 
“frustrated that the results are not being shared with caucus members and riding 
executives.  How can we learn from the data collected if we don’t know what the 
data is?  I also believe that the party has to come into the 21st Century on social 
issues, or ridings like Peterborough-Kawartha will remain Liberal for decades.”  
 
Two individuals contacted in Haliburton-Victoria-Brock were equally concerned by 
the report.  The first party volunteer said, “I want to see the leader come in for far 
harsher condemnation than what I have seen and read in the press already.   He 
was not comfortable in his own skin, and clearly wasn’t comfortable trying to fill 
the considerable shoes of Stephen Harper.” 
 
The second individual spoken to wanted to know “whether the Ford factor had 
been looked at seriously.  Scheer made a huge mistake sidelining Premier Ford, 
particularly in the 416 and 905 in and around Toronto.  I fear Scheer didn’t want 



to be embarrassed by a true leader like Ford.  We lost Ontario because we 
refused to stand with Ford Nation.” 
 
Marilyn Gladu, a sitting Conservative MP who is now running for Scheer’s position 
added ominously, “We failed to offer a creditable plan on climate change.  The 
environment was a big deal.  The Conservative plan was not enough.” 
 
Likely sometime by spring, the public will know all the Baird report contains.  The 
real story worth watching will be what the Conservatives do with its contents.  


